Abstract:
Multicultural implies differences. If it is appropriately managed, multiculturalism can generate a positive strength for national development. Conversely, if not managed properly, pluralism and multiculturalism can be destructive factors and lead to catastrophic disasters. Based on the plurality, in the field of marriage law, there is an element of pluralism or multiculturalism with the occurrence of interfaith marriages. This marriage occurred khilafiyah (differences) of opinion among the scholars. There are some of them who allow interfaith marriages with the limitation that they only allow marrying women who are Ahl al-Kitab, while other scholars strictly prohibit interfaith marriages. This research was library research using the descriptive analysis method. In this case, the author sought to describe and analyze religious moderation as a solution to interfaith marriage in a multicultural society. The result of this research is that marriage between Muslim men and women of Scripture is allowed if in their actions there is a benefit and does not cause damage or harm in accordance with the principle of “jalbu al-mashalih wa daf’u al-mafashid” (taking the good and rejecting the destructive). Meanwhile, the marriage of polytheistic Muslim men and women, that is, the women from other religions other than the divine religion is strictly prohibited. In principle, its application must be based on the values of moderation, fairness, and rationality at the value of tawassuth (middle), tawazun (balanced), i’tidal (upright), and tasamuh (tolerance).
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1. Introduction
It is a fact that humans have various ethnicities, skin colors, religions, or nations—one of the nations that have such diversity in Indonesia. Indonesian society is a society with a very complex level of diversity which is known as a multicultural society. As has been stated, multiculturalism is defined as the diversity or difference between one culture and another, so that a multicultural society can be interpreted as a group of people who live and live permanently in a place that has its own culture and characteristics that are able to distinguish between one society and another. Each society will produce its own culture, which will become the hallmark of that community. From here, the term multiculturalism emerged.

Pluralism and multiculturalism indicate the differences. If it is managed properly, it will generate positive strength for national development. Conversely, if not managed properly, pluralism and multiculturalism can be destructive factors and lead to catastrophic disasters. Conflicts and social violence which often occur between community groups are part of pluralism and multiculturalism that is not well managed. Regardless of the pros and cons, multiculturalism is a fact that is in front of us because Indonesian society is a heterogeneous and multicultural society with various ethnicities and cultures. In such conditions, what is needed is not monoculture but multicultural, not assimilation but renewal, not co-existence but pre-existence, not an exclusive attitude but an inclusive attitude, not separation but interaction. Nor is it plurality for the sake of plurality, or plurality just
for colors, but pluralism built on a participatory and emancipatory multicultural foundation. Some of the previous studies that also discussed themes around multiculturalism and interfaith marriage are:

First is a journal from Roswati Nurdin entitled “Multiculturalism in the Review of the Qur’an,” the result of this research is that multiculturalism departs from the assumption of human dignity. Because humans have a noble position, the rights inherent in them must be respected and guarded. Defamation and violations of these human rights are oppressions against universal humanity. For this reason, there are several ways put forward by the Al-Qur'an to respect differences and avoid conflict in the midst of a multicultural society. This paper aims to reveal the efforts of the Al-Qur'an solution in realizing harmony in the midst of a multicultural society, so the prolonged social friction will not occur. (Nurdin, 2019)

Second is the journal from Heru Suparman entitled “Multicultural in the Perspective of the Qur’an.” The results of this study are the Quranic view of multiculturalism which includes five characters, namely learning to live in differences, building three mutual aspects (mutual trust, understanding, and respect), open thinking, appreciation, and interdependence, as well as conflict resolution and nonviolent reconciliation. From some of these characteristics, it is formulated with verses from the Qur'an and interpretation as arguments that the concept of multicultural education is in line with Islamic teachings in regulating the order of human life on this earth, especially in the context of education. By understanding the concept of multiculturalism, it is hoped that each individual or group can accept and appreciate every difference, live side by side in peace and quiet even though they differ. So that a country and nation that are peaceful and prosperous can be formed. (Suparman, 2017)

The third is Rizal Mubit's research entitled “The Role of Religion in Indonesian Society Multiculturalism.” The result of this research is that in modern society, multiculturalism is even more complex due to new cultures that continue to emerge as a result of unstoppable access to communication and information. Once there is a meeting between the globalization of the nation-state and identity groups, the emergence of these identity groups is getting stronger. Globalization will encourage the strengthening of political awareness in these groups and open awareness that encourages the importance of identity. Globalization provides an opportunity for identity groups to find the root of their identity. It is important to pay attention to religious understanding as one of the important pillars in building a just and prosperous society. That is, nervousness, fulfillment of one's own understanding, and considering others as heretical groups must be eradicated. Because in essence, there is no truth whatsoever to step on and negate other truths. (Mubit. 2016)

The difference between the author's research and previous research is that there has been no research on religious moderation as a solution to interfaith marriage in a multicultural society. The theory used in this research is the theory of al-'urf and maslahah mursalah. Etymologically, the meaning of the word 'urf' means "something that is considered good and accepted by common sense. (Khalil. 2009)" The 'urf (tradition) are forms of muamalah (related to interests) that have been customary and being consistent in society. (Zahro, 2011) The 'urf is also called what is well known among mankind and is always followed both “utterance” and “action.” (S. Abdullah. 1995)

The Ulama of 'Ushuliyin give a definition:“ What can be understood by human beings (a group of human beings) and they carry it out both in the form of words, deeds and prohibitions.” (Anhari, 2008) The meaning of maslahah mursalah is a combination of two words into “maslahah mursalah” which means the principle of kemashlahatan (goodness), which is used to establish an Islamic law. It can also mean an act that has good or useful value. (Rusfi, 2017) According to Abdul Wahab Khallaf, maslahah mursalah is maslahah in which the syari does not prescribe law to create maslahah, nor is there any evidence to show its confession or cancellation. (Wahab Khallaf, 2002) Based on the definition above, maslahah al mursalah is to establish the law in matters which are not mentioned at all in the Qur’an or Hadith, with consideration for the welfare or interests of human life that are united on the principle of attracting benefits and avoiding harm. (Adinugraha & Mashudi, 2018) In this case, the author seeks to describe Religious Moderation As A Solution Of Interfaith Marriages In Multicultural Society.

Based on this plurality, in legal marriage, there is an element of pluralism or multiculturalism with the occurrence of interfaith marriages. This marriage occurred in khilafiyah (differences) of opinion among the scholars/ulama. There are some of them who allow interfaith marriages with the limitation that they only allow marrying women who are Ahl al-Kitab, while other scholar/ulama strictly prohibit interfaith marriages.
Religious moderation is an effective way to overcome stagnation in thinking. This method is good for dealing with interfaith marriages in multicultural societies in Indonesia, namely by accepting differences of opinion, seeking and understanding sources of religious teachings comprehensively, and applying the concept of justice in dealing with interfaith marriages, not being fanatical about one opinion or thought only.

Therefore, in this case, the author will discuss religious moderation as a solution to interfaith marriage in a multicultural society.

2. Method
This research is library research, which aims to collect data and information contained in literature, such as books, manuscripts, journals, previous research, and documents. This research is descriptive-analytic, namely research that describes systematically, factually, and accurately a particular problem regarding the characteristics or certain factors. The primary data sources in this study were books related to multiculturalism and interfaith marriages. At the same time, secondary sources are books, literature, and supporting journals on research topics and previous research on the topic of discussion. Methods and techniques of data collection in this study are to collect literature related to the research and analyzed with the theory used. While the method used is qualitative research, namely research on research that is descriptive and tends to be analytical. And using the inductive method, which is a method that departs from specific knowledge or concrete events to draw generalizations or general things. In this case, the author seeks to describe and analyze religious moderation as a solution to interfaith marriage in a multicultural society.

3. Results
3.1 Multiculturalism in Indonesia
Derived from the words multi (plural) and cultural (about culture), multiculturalism implies recognition of the reality of cultural diversity, which includes traditional diversity such as ethnic, racial, or religious diversity, as well as the diversity of life forms (subcultures) that emerge continually in every stage of the history of society’s life. The term multiculturalism is generally accepted positively by Indonesian society. This, of course, has something to do with the reality of Indonesian society, which is plural. The root word of multiculturalism is culture. (Suparlan, 2014) Multiculturalism is an intellectual position that declares its allegiance to the notion of equality, justice, and togetherness to minimize the destructive conflict space. (Mahfud, 2006)

The diversity of Indonesian society can be seen from the following facts: spread over 13,667 islands (although not entirely inhabited), divided into 358 ethnic groups and 200 sub-tribes, adhering to various religions and beliefs according to statistics: 88.1% Islam, Christianity, and Catholic 7.89%, Hindu 2.5%, Buddhist 1%, and others 1% (provided that there are also residents who adhere to a belief that is not the official government religion, but identifies themselves as adherents to the official government religion), and Historical culture is a mixture of various cultural influences, starting from the original culture of the archipelago, Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, and also modern western culture. (Irhandayaningsih, 2012)

The appearance of multiculturalism is motivated by the need for recognition of cultural diversity, which is the daily reality of many nations, including Indonesia. The birth of multiculturalism motivated by the need for recognition of cultural diversity, with the background of the need for recognition of cultural diversity, which the daily reality of many nations, including Indonesia. Therefore, from the very beginning, multiculturalism must be recognized as an ideology, as a tool or vehicle to increase respect for the equality of all humans and their humanity which is operationally manifested through its social institutions, namely culture as a guide for life of a group of everyday people. In this context, multiculturalism is a concept that legitimizes cultural diversity. We see the strength of the principle of equality and the principle of recognition in various definitions of multiculturalism.

Multiculturalism is basically a world view that can then be translated into various cultural policies that emphasize acceptance of religious, plurality, and multicultural realities that exist in people’s life. It can also be understood as a worldview that is then manifested in political consciousness. Multiculturalism includes an understanding, appreciation, and assessment of one's culture, as well as a respect and curiosity about other people's ethnic cultures. Pluralism as a multicultural basis in an Islamic perspective is sunnatullah. The phenomenon of religious and cultural plurality among mankind from ancient times until today is a fact that cannot be denied. Religious and cultural plurality can also be expressed in the formulas of religious and cultural
pluralism. Meanwhile, Al-Qur’an is a holy book that from an early age exposed this plurality based on the naked eye because it is an integrated part of the essence of Allah's creation. (Syafii Maarif, 2009)

The consequences of multiculturalism are resistance and anti against, or at least problematic with monocultureless and assimilation, which are reasonable norms of a nation-state since the 19th century. Monocultureless requires a normative cultural unity because what being its aim is homogeneity, even though the homogeneity is still at the stage of hope or discourse and has not been realized yet (pre-existing). Meanwhile, assimilation is the emergence of a desire to unite between two or more different cultures by reducing differences in order to become a new culture. The contradiction between multiculturalism and monocultureless is evident from basic conflict basic assumptions, one of which legitimizes differences while the others minimize differences.

In Islam, there is also the term multiculturalism, namely the existence of a holy verse from the Qur'an which reads;

Meaning: O mankind! Lo! We have created you male and female and have made you nations and tribes that ye may know one another. Lo! Allah is Knower, Aware. (QS. Al-Hujurat [49]: 13). (Departemen Agama, 2009)

The verse above describes the diversity, beginning with the word "ya ayyuha al-nas" which means O human. In the Qur'an, besides the word syu’ub, which represents the meaning of nationality, the word qaum can also be considered to have a synonymous meaning. The words qaum and qaumiyah are often understood to mean nation and nationality. Arab nationality is declared by Arabs today by the term Al-Qaumiyah Al-'Arabiyyah. Likewise, with the word ummah which has the connotation of national unity and integrity. However, according to M. Quraish Shihab, the word ummah cannot be justified as national legality because, even though the ummah is repeated 51 times, the meanings it contains are different. (Quraish Shihab, 1996)

Then they were ordered so that human beings could understand, get to know, and help each other even though there were differences in ethnicity and nationality. Allah also implies that the existence of human creation is the same as not differentiating from one another, both male and female. (Abdul Qodir, 2019) Allah also strongly reminds us of the anticipation of the possibility of an attitude and culture of mutilating and humiliating one another. Because these actions are the origin and source of social conflict. (A. Abdullah, 2000) Regarding differences and preserving culture or tradition, it is also in accordance with the rules, as follows:

Meaning: “Preserving the good old traditions, and forming new better traditions.”

This shows that a good tradition during that time is in the corridor of sharia, so it is recommended to be preserved or preserved and used in daily life. However, if the tradition or habit is not good, has no benefit, and can interfere with religious harmony, then it can be abandoned in accordance with the expression of the Prophet Muhammad’s friend, Abdullah bin Mas’ud as narrated by Imam Ahmad.

Meaning: "From Abdullah bin Mas'ud said, What is considered good for the Muslims, then Allah also classified it as a good matter."

Both from the editorial point of view and the point above, it shows that the good habits that apply in Muslim societies that are in line with the guidance of Islamic law are also good things in the sight of Allah. On the other hand, things that are contrary to habits considered good by society will give rise to difficulties and limitations in daily life. As for the rules of fiqhiyyah used in al-'Urf, namely:

Meaning: “tradition is law.”

As for 'urf, there is 'urf shahih, which is a habit that is in accordance with Islamic law, then there is 'urf fasid, which is a habit that is not done or contrary to Islamic law, such as people who will hold parties or celebrations accompanied by drunkenness for more enliven the atmosphere. The use of 'urf can be made as a mukhassash of a common sentence expression. (Sarju Abdurrahman, 2015). Various cultures or traditions that exist in
Indonesia, it makes Indonesian society plural. Thus, it is hoped that the public can understand these differences as long as it does not interfere with the rights of others and does not disturb public order.

The moderation of Islam in Arabic is called al-Wasathiyyah al-Islamiyyah. Al-Qaradawi mentions several vocabularies that are similar in meaning to those including the words Tawazun, i’tidal, Ta’adul and Istuqamah. While in English as Islamic Moderation. (Amin, 2014) The terminology of Islamic moderation is the terminology of the many terms that are often used to refer to the labels of Muslims such as modernist, progressive and reformist Islam. This moderate terminology is considered the most appropriate among the other language. Although moderates are also often described as modernist, progressive and reformist groups, none of these terms replaces the moderate word. This is based on the legitimacy of the Al-Quran and the Hadith of the Prophet that Muslims are ordered to be moderate. This is where the moderate term finds its roots in the Islamic tradition. Moreover, the terminology wasathiyyah is an identity and wasathiyyah is the primary character of Islam. (Yanti & Witro, 2020)

In principle, ethics in Islam is based on the principles of moderation, justice, and rationality and adhere to the values of tawassuth (middle), tawazun (balanced), i’tidal (upright), and tasamah (tolerance). The messages of religious moderation education of principles such as flexibility and openness to reform, the principle of taysir (easiness) in the implementation of Islamic teachings, and the principle of tolerance. (Mahrus et al. 2020)

4. Discussion

4.1 Religious Moderation as a Solution of Interfaith Marriages

Before the Marriage Law, the state of marriage law in Indonesia was diverse. Each group of the population has a different marriage law from the others. (Wahyuni, 2010) This issue raises the issue of intergroup marriage law, which is about which marriage law will be applied to marriages between two people from different groups. In fact, any religion wants marriage to take place in the same religion. Therefore, marriage law in Indonesia does not allow inter-religious or interfaith marriages; if asked by any religious scholars about a good marriage, it is a marriage that has the same religion. In the Qur'an about interfaith marriage, there are several verses, such as what Allah said:

[Verse]

Meaning: Wed not idolatresses till they believe; for lo! a believing bondwoman is better than an idolatress though she please you; and give not your daughters in marriage to idolaters till they believe, for lo! a believing slave is better than an idolater though he please you. These invite unto the Fire and Allah invites unto the Garden, and unto forgiveness by His grace, and expounded His revelations to mankind that haply they may remember. (QS. Al-Baqarah [2]: 221)

In this verse, it is explained that believing men should not marry polytheistic women or, in other words, women who are not believers. The infidels referred to in this verse are Magi, communism, polytheism, as well as zindiq infidels who worship idols. (Yusuf Al-Sabti, 2008) According to Ibn Jarir at-Thabari, the polytheists who are forbidden to marry are polytheists from the Arabs only. Because while the revelation of Qur’an, they did not know the scriptures and worshiped idols. (Santoso, 2019)

While Al-Maraghi believes that polytheism in verse is in general, polytheism. Because he uses the al-’ibrah bi ‘general al-lafzhi la bi special al-sabah approach. Therefore, al-Maraghi argues that it is unlawful for a Muslim man to marry a polytheist woman. Its prohibition is not limited to Arab polytheistic women only, but it includes all polytheistic women in this world, whenever and wherever they are. (Ari Enghariano & Amarudin, 2017) Unless they want to believe in Allah SWT and Prophet Muhammad SAW. If they believe theirs, then there is not the slightest gap for a Muslim to establish a family relationship and a marriage bond with them. (Musthafa Al-Maraghi, 1996)

Marriage in Indonesia is regulated by the Law number 1, 1974. This law consists of 14 chapters and 67 articles. For implementation, there is the Government Regulation number 9, 1975 which has been in effect since October 1st, 1975. The marriage law of 1974 is the first law that regulates marriage nationally. Previously, marriage affairs are regulated by various existing laws, ethnic law for indigenous groups, Islamic law for Muslims, Netherland Indie government ordinance for Christians in Java, Minahasa and Ambon, Book of Civil Code – Kitab Undang-undang Hukum Perdata (BW) for Indonesian citizens of European and Chinese descendants, and
mixed marriage regulation for mixed marriage. It is clear that the marriage law of 1974 was to unify and uniform various laws of marriage. (Nucholish, 2015)

Interfaith marriages between Muslims and non-Muslims are illegal because they cause of many harms; among them are interfaith marriages equal to adultery, lack of reward for worship, loss of rights to children such as alimony and guardianship, and loss of inheritance right Interfaith marriages (ikhtilafu al-din) are also explained in article 61 of KHI as one of the conditions for preventing marriage. Then it is explained that the guardians should not marry his idolatrous son until he believes. It is clear that Islam does not allow interfaith marriages. The next verse which discusses interfaith marriages is:

الْيَوْمَ أُحِلَّ لَكُمْ طَعَامُ الَّذِيْنَ آتَوْا الْكِتَابَ حَتَّىٰ جِبَالَيْنِ أَوْ أَوْاْا لَّنَ كُبْنَ وَطَعَامُكُمْ حَتَّىٰ جِبَالَيْنِ أَوْ أَوْاْا لَّنَ كُبْنَ وَلَّوْا مَلَأَيْنَ حَتَّىٰ جِبَالَيْنِ أَوْ أَوْاْا لَّنَ كُبْنَ مِنَ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ وَالْمُسَّلَّتِينَ لَا نَفَقُواۗ وَلَّوْا مَاا اَن ْفَقُوْاۗ ذٓلِکَۗ حَيْثُ وَعِمْلُ يُؤْهُوْا اِلَٰٓا ۖوَلِكُمْ نُحْفِظُوهُ وَلَّا تُصِيرُواْ أَخْدَانٍۗ

Meaning: This day is (all) good things made lawful for you. The food of those who have received the Scripture is lawful for you, and your food is lawful for them. And so are the virtuous women of the believers and the virtuous women of those who received the Scripture before you (lawful for you) when ye give them their marriage portions and live with them in honor, not in fornication, nor taking them as secret concubines. Whoso denieth the faith, his work is vain, and he will be among the losers in the Hereafter. (QS. Al-Maidah [5]: 5)

In this verse, it is explained that the women of ahlul Kitab can be married to Muslim men, according to some scholars (ulama), it is because the context of this verse is halal. Wahbah Zuhaili argues in his book Tafsir Al-Munir that it is forbidden to marry between Muslims and polytheists or Muslims with infidels, whether from the group of scholars or not. This is because the polytheists, both men, and women, invite them to disbelief. (Zuhaili, 1997, p. 292) In another verse, the discussion of interfaith marriages is found in verse, as follows:

ۖ وَطَعَامُ الَّذِيْنَ اُوْتُوا الْكِتَابَ حِلٌّ لَّكُمْ ۖوَطَعَامُكُمْ حِلٌّ لََُّّمْ ۖوَالْمُحْصَنٓتُ مِنَ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ وَالْمُسَّلَّتِينَ لَا نَفَقُواۗ وَلََ تُُْسِكُوْا بِعِصَمِ الْكَوَافِرِ وَسْلُوْا مَاا اَن ْفَقُوْاۗ ذٓلِکَۗ حَيْثُ وَعِمْلُ يُؤْهُوْا اِلَٰٓا ۖوَلِكُمْ نُحْفِظُوهُ وَلَّا تُصِيرُواْ أَخْدَانٍۗ

Meaning: O ye who believe! When believing women come unto you as fugitives, examine them. Allah is Best Aware of their faith. Then, if ye know them for true believers, send them not back unto the disbelievers. They are not lawful for them (the disbelievers), nor are they (the disbelievers) lawful for them. And give them (the disbelievers) that which they have spent (upon them). And it is no sin for you to marry such women when ye (lawful for you) when ye give them their marriage portions and live with them in honor, not in fornication, nor taking them as secret concubines. Whoso denieth the faith, his work is vain, and he will be among the losers in the Hereafter. (Q. Al-Muidah [5]: 5)

This verse explains that believing women are forbidden to marry or to be married by infidel men or non-Muslims. The above verses can be used as our foundation in behaving about interfaith marriage. The consideration of this provision is that the marriage will be determined by the husband who has power over his wife, and for the wives, they have to obey the good deeds. In this sense, the husband has power over the wife. However, for infidels, there is no power over Muslim men or women. (Bunyamin & Hermanto, 2017) The sentence used in the above verses as mu’min means a person who believes in God Almighty, namely Allah SWT., and a believer is those who believe in the Prophet Muhammad SAW. Then the term infidels are people who do not believe in God and the Prophet Muhammad, and then the people of the Scripture are people who believe in the holy books revealed by God Almighty, such as the Torah, Psalms, etc., or those who are Christians and Jews. Overall, Muslims were quite negative about these sort of marriages and more so for daughters compared to sons. This indicates that there are relatively strong religious group boundaries between Muslims and Christians in these countries. However, a substantial number of Muslims did not have negative attitudes toward these interfaith marriages, which means that there were important individuals differences in attitudes. To explain these differences, we examined religious beliefs and perceived commonality between Islam and Christianity. (Van Niekerk & Verkuyten, 2018)

The terms used in the above verse are interrelated. Such infidels can include polytheists and the People of the Scripture, and so on. But polytheists are not the same as the People of the Scripture. The things that are agreed upon by the scholars regarding interfaith marriage; the first is there should not be a marriage between a believing or Muslim woman with an infidel man, that is, either a man from the People of the Scripture or a
polytheist. Second, a believing man cannot marry a polytheist woman. There are different opinions among scholars about marriage between believing men and women of the People of the Scripture, namely Jews and Christians or those who believe in the scriptures, some allow, and some do not. The first opinion reveals that the People of the Scripture today are equated with the position of the polytheists because there is no greater polytheism when they do not believe in God Almighty. Allah Swt said;

وَقَالُواَ إِنَّمَا الْمُسْلِمُونَ مَنْ يُؤْمِنُ بِاللّٰهِ وَيَسْتَعْبَرُ بِالْيَدِينِ كَفَرُوْنَ

Meaning: And the Jews say: Ezra is the son of Allah, and the Christians say: The Messiah is the son of Allah. That is their saying with their mouths. They imitate the saying of those who disbelieved of old. Allah (Himself) fight against them. How perverse are they! (QS. Al-Taubah [9]: 30).

Based on this verse, some scholars argue that it cannot be tolerated when one does not believe in Allah. Some scholars disapprove of marriage between Muslims and the People of the Scripture. (Umar bin Katsir Al-Qusysi Al-Damasyqy, 1999, pp. 582–583) Because the concept in the Qur'an is clear that Muslims only believe in one God, who has no children and is not begotten as in Surah Al-Ikhlas, the second opinion reveals that allowing Muslim men to marry the People of the Scripture because of the term polytheism in the Qur'an does not include the People of the Scripture. The proof that the Qur'an distinguishes the polytheists and the People of the Scripture as in the words of Allah:

مُعَسِّرُونَ فِي أَمْرٍينِ وَمَسَسْنُونَ وَفِي مَسَسِينَاءٍ

Meaning: Those who disbelieve among the People of the Scripture and the idolaters could not have left off (erring) till the clear proof came unto them. (QS. Al-Bayyinah [98]: 1)

The words of People of the Scripture and idolaters in this verse are mediated by the letter “waw.” This has led some scholars to argue that there is a difference between People of the Scripture and idolaters. Then in the application of the law, it cannot be equated. Another reason is the verse that forbids the occurrence of marriage between a believer and a polytheist in surah al-Baqarah, and the ability to marry between a believing man and a woman of the People of the Scripture is found in surah al-Maidah. Because surah al-Baqarah was revealed in the early era of Madani, while al-Maidah was in the era of Madani, this is what makes some scholars argue that surah al-Baqarah cannot abolish the existing law in surah al-Maidah because of the rule that the verse that came down at the end cancels the verse that came down first. (As-Shobuni, 1999)

The wisdom of these verses is because Islam respects the heavenly religions such as Judaism and Christianity; as also discussed in the Qur'an, there is the Prophet Moses, then the Prophet Jesus. This shows that Islam gives respect to religions other than Islam, as Allah SWT says.

الَّذِينَ أَوْصَاهُمَا مِنْ دَعَاهُمْ يَعُنُّواْ حَتَّىْ يَكُونُ الَّذِيْنَ كَفَرُوْا مِنْ اَهْلِ الْكِتٓبِ وَالْمُشْرِكِيَْْ مُن ْفَك ِيَْْ حَتّ ٓ تََْتِي َهُمُ الْب َي ِنَةُ

Meaning: Those who have been driven from their homes unjustly only because they said: Our Lord is Allah – For had it not been for Allah’s repelling some men by means of others, cloisters and churches and oratories and mosques, wherein the name of Allah is oft mentioned, would assuredly have been pulled down. Verily Allah helped one who helped Him. Lo! Allah is Strong, Almighty. (QS. Al-Hajj [22]: 40)

Ibn Asyur argues about the above verse that if there is no human defense of the places of worship of the Muslims, surely the polytheists will go beyond the limits and also aggressively against their neighboring territories whose inhabitants may profess a religion other than Islam. Religions other than Islam are also contrary to the polytheists' belief, so that monasteries, churches, and synagogues, as well as mosques, will be demolished. The polytheists' efforts simply want to eliminate monotheism’s teachings and the teachings which are contrary to the ideology of polytheism. This opinion clearly positions that religions other than Islam should also receive the same respect from the Muslim community. Their places of worship, the religious symbols that they sanctify must also be honored. The verse clearly states that religious tolerance will be manifested in community life while there is a mutual respect, especially for their respective religious beliefs. (Badan Litbang Diklat, 2008)

Wisdom from allowing him to marry the People of the Scripture is to remove the obstacles to the relationship between them. With marriage, there is a mixing and family approach to each other, so that this provides an opportunity to learn about Islam. This form of relationship is one of the approaches between the Muslims and the People of the Scripture and is a doctrine of Islam towards them. Thus, Muslims who will marry a woman of
Scripture should have that purpose and intent. (Thalib, 1993) In this case, the author argues that the ideal marriage is a marriage performed by a believer or the same religion in order to prevent the negative impact of interfaith marriages in the form of the impermanence of marital relations due to different beliefs. While the permission in Islam is if it does not cause much harm and there is a benefit, this is in line with the rule of "jalbu al-mashalih wa daf'u al-mafashid" (taking the good and rejecting the destructive). (Sholihin, 2020) While the meaning of polytheist is those who have a religion other than Islam or other heavenly religions. It is permissible to marry women of Scripture because they are a heavenly religion, namely Christianity and Judaism. His is described by Sheikh Abu Zahrah that present the goodness that affects the law of marriage is fair (iqamat al-'adl) by the husband to the wife. Meanwhile, the example of avoiding an ugliness example is zina (khawf al-fahisyah). (Zahrah, 1999)

In principle, ethics in Islam is based on the principles of moderation, justice, and rationality and adhere to the values of tawassuth (middle), tawazun (balanced), i'tidal (upright), and tasamuh (tolerance). (Bagir, 2017) In this case, the application can be implemented in interfaith marriages. The value of tawassuth (middle) is by not strictly prohibiting interfaith marriages; in this case, what is allowed is Jews and Nasrani as long as the marriage does not cause much harm, but there are benefits in it. Tawazun (balanced) is the equality or balance of attitudes towards all people, that is, the existence of mutual understanding between adherents of a religion and create mutual trust. I'tidal (upright or fair) in interfaith marriages in a multicultural society is to treat everyone as they should, such as giving them a living, raising children, and so on. Then tasamuh (tolerance), this moderation value in interfaith marriages can be done when in terms of worship, which is allowing them to worship comfortably and without interference, and giving children a choice when getting adults to choose a religion that suits their conscience.

Therefore it is clear that Islam really respects the differences that exist and respects every religion, ethnicity, and race, which is summarized in multiculturalism because Islam is a religion that is rahmatan lil 'alamin, which is a blessing not only for Islam but for the whole universe.

5. Conclusion
This plurality also occurs in interfaith marriages. This is a matter of debate among scholars/ulama. Therefore, it is necessary to conclude using religious moderation, in this case, the author thinks that marriage between a Muslim man and a woman according to the Holy Scriptures is permissible if the act has benefits and does not cause damage or loss. Meanwhile, marriage between Muslim men and idolatrous women, namely women who have a religion other than the religion of God, is strictly prohibited. In principle, its application must be based on the values of moderation, justice, and rationality.
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